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Hello Khun ! Sawadee khrap ! 
 
It’s  Jean Jacques Velicitat, and  his Newsletter. 
 
How are you ? I hope everything had be fine for you during those few months. 
We are a lot of Farrang working in this activity, but few of us are professional ,   
so I find, by this letter, a way to help you to know me and my work better. 
 
But, if you are not interesting by this letter, just send me back a mail,  
and I will erase you from my list. 
 
Since last November, you start to be use to this newsletter,  
but  if you don't remember me,  
have a look of the picture in attach file ( with the actor Kong ) 
and go to my website: http://jj.velicitat.free.fr/ 
You will find my profile and all the pictures you need to help you for your casting.  
You can download them and give my website address to your clients to help them to choose. 
 
So let’s have a look at my work… 
 
The Professional News: 
 
First, after shooting in two Thai TV series for Channel 7. 
 “Poussom Fao Sap” and  “ Rak Tei Seiplai “ 
I had a nice part in “ Wen Dook May “ directed by Supravat Pattamasuit .       
With the actors May Fuang Alom , Khem, and Kong. 
I play the owner of condo who will fall in love with the character of May. 
 
Finally, after to have to shoot some additional scene, the Thai Action Movie 
“Muay Thai Chaiya”  directed by Kongkiat Konsiri , 
is on the Thai screen since last Thursday. I heard very good critics of the movie. 
. 
I play a Vietnam War veteran named “Jack”.  
He’s the bad guy who is fighting against the main character  
played by Golf Akara Amattayakul and of course will die at the end. 
 
I have done also a picture commercial for a Thai business newspaper, 
and a TV one for Dubai fortune tower. I also have to refuse a German one , 
because the shooting was in the same day of  “Wen Dook May” shooting days. 
 
I want to thanks again Roy from Cool Modeling for is help  
and a new casting I meet and work with Khun Ou from Gatto models  
 
Thanks for your attention. 
 
That’s all for this time and “Enjoy the present day”. 



 


